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INTRODUCTION BY ASHTAR
This is Ashtar of the Command of the Free Federation of Planets. As I have
promised, I will give you a short derivative in my so simple to understand truths
about some of the happenings within, as well as on your planet. We have heard
your request for a book of simple terms and have conceded to the fact that, as you
continue to ask, so shall it be given. This is in no way to exclude those writings
given by Korthrox and Jambian, for to broadcast their new news is in indeed a
privilege beyond comparison. Later on you will understand this better. If you are
now ready, we will start with our first segment. You may title this first chapter
as...

CHAPTER ONE
THE FLEETING THOUGHTS WHICH DIRECT THE CONSCIOUSNESS
This concept of consciousness will be provided for you all upon entering into the
fluctuating realms of the Photon Belt. This will be done simply within the time
frequency allotted to those Ones who have for so long striven to complete the
course they have laid out for themselves whilst still in the Deva Chan, which is, in
simple terms, the "realms of the Angelic Ones." It has never been denied to any
entity or individual upon any earthen plane, to forfeit that extraordinary basis of
controversial survival, whereas the formation of consciousness simply dwells upon
the plane of the subconscious, which needs to be adjusted and brought into the
Light. This is a simple recourse because in its simplicity simply means to focus
upon the complete abstract functioning of the Solar Rays so intertwined by the
Sun's meteoric pulses. This pulsation is a means of taking out the light waves and
directing them toward the earth's surface where people of conscious study can
simply latch onto them. In an effort to personify this ability, it is given generally,
or rather relayed in a general form, into pulses within your ever changing DNA
system. That is enough for this topic at the moment. Let us now move ourselves
onto the next.
We have watched you both and through our survey of your earth's core have
concluded that the mere complex attire of the monumental drifts within the space
mechanism will be attributed exclusively to the downtrodding of your evolutionary
scale. We must take personal care to not interfere with the completion of history

as it seem to be written out, no matter that its simple method of transposing the
utilities of earth's continuum is in reference to our solid undertakings of continuum
thinking. Our credentials in this matter take us far beyond that of the ordinary
citizen of earth. Therefore, serving the consciousness of all those of our
continuum, who desire to be of assistance to our reform policy, we are also greatly
indebted to you Ones for the past work you have done with our brothers at Mission
Control and in Sector C. It is this gratitude alone which enables us to greatly
enhance our communication skills with you down to a mere level of simple talk.

CHAPTER TWO
THE PHOTON BELT IS UNFOLDING
This is of the severest influx upon the gravitational pull within the earth's
stratospheric conditioning at this time. Oh, it is indeed a proud time to be living in,
for every inhabitant on this planet of yours will (if he or she so wishes) be a
participant in the outfolding of the destiny of your earth's history.
Within the earth's crust lies a neutron factor, which simply means, it is like a small
cell in structure and has within its totality a range of fibre-like particles much like
that of a solar star in its intertwining dimension as it unfolds within another such
star form. These are made, and exist like this simply because they intertwine
within other dimensions of less complex portions. The same is with the cell within
earth's crust: that cell has, over eons, formed a nucleus of dimensional features,
which, of course, serves to permit those living beings beneath the surface to come
and go at random content or to their pleasure. Now this, of course, disturbs your
scientist. But the majority of scientists have performed with crucial intent to
format within their ranks the crucial instructions to leave at all costs those subsurface beings well enough alone. It is then to their credit alone, that they do this,
for if once they should interfere with the full scope of the dimensional time warp
line, they could indeed cause a great shift within the structural wall of time and
abandon their methods to severe destruction of who they are in totality. "Interfere
not" will continue to be a password among that community in the near future, for
as our "boys" pose as any one of them, it only serves to encourage growth in the
sense that non-interference groups would not be idolized by those who simply
wish to survive within the earth's rapidly changing and developing crust formation.
This is Ashtar saying good night to all, and keep us primarily in your thoughts.
Our rays shine down on you forever in the hopes that you will attain in the short
while the status and feel of the presence of the other Masters of Universal control.
Sign off, Ashtar out.
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The Generals upon your planet's surface are no longer pleased, for their endeavors
in the Middle East no longer is providing them with the cushion of resources or
economic power that they think they deserve.
Your Generals are quite solid at maintaining their status among their governmental
officials, and that, at times, leads them into nuclear arms race at an accelerated
pace. This is quite interesting as well as sad, of course, because by doing this they
are planning their own demise at the hand of those who regulate their frequency, or
rather, those who "pull their strings." Survival here plays a very instrumental part
in the overall workout of things - of times and events to come. We find it
interesting how a world culture so ingrained in personal gain does not deploy more
strictness against their activities. We suppose the majority of your earth's
population is too weak to even employ a fraction of the mind power necessary to
succeed in implementing their swift retirement. Korthrox out on line for quip
insert.
The backlash of bureaucracy is sometimes hindered by an unknown force to the
people, simply because many of them are unaware, or neglect to force their
consciousness into the process of what we would term as "cognition" or "full
conscious awareness" syndrome. The extent of their debauchery toward their own
kind only serves, as we have stated before, to force once again the ending of their
full conscious remembering.
Hello, Starseed. This is Ashtar on Command for the Federation of Free Planets. It
is our custom to never interfere with earth humans without their approval. All
accomplishments must be handled from without our dimensional attributes, in
other words, we must watch and wait from our "stars" within your skies in order to
not disturb the ratio of interplanetary workings. Humans do strive a lot of the time
to the best of their trappings but however fail the other half of the time to do their
duty toward those of a rather higher quality of misdemeanors, which alludes
simply to the fact that we all make mistakes, no matter how hard we try.
The simple matter of tonight's dialogue is the retinue of the gravitational pull
forced upon your planet's ever crumbling surface. It is the moon's force
intertwined with the debris of all sorts of nonsensical release into your atmosphere
which is so complicating matters to a great degree. Though we often keep our
speech patterns to the greatest linguistic simplicity, it is now time for those who
are so inclined to further their study to a greater degree, that must go on with more
complicated data. To keep the boundaries to a more or less neutralized fashion,
we need in turn to gravitate toward the moon's surface or circumference all known
proto-light in an effort to streamline the accuracy of the head beam known as the
radium of light's current waves. The reason this is so important to us, as well as to
you, is simply speaking, we have no reason to contribute to the furthering cause of
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your pollutionary era.
In circumspect, when all is indeed said and done, it is our certain duty toward your
species to renavigate the efforts of your scientists into a more founded
navigational circle. In any case, mere conjecture on the issue found in your social
circles doth naught but to serve upon the complexity of wherewith it deems itself
of the worthy manufacturing of etiquette.
We are from the stars of the Andromeda Sector. There are indeed many from
different cultures among us. All are not indeed from Andromeda, as you might
suspect. But then neither are you all from the same place. And eventually you
might come to realize that an effort is certainly being made on you one's part in
whole to free the each of you from certain catastrophe. We wish you would
smarten up your act at times. There are indeed those of you as well, who, when
given the ratio of destructive qualities mixed with the ration of non-destructive
chaos, would do well to merit unto yourselves the fashionery release of bringing
Light waves down onto your planetary influx! Please continue to love the Light
rays, for they are part and portion of your debut.
We have indeed succeeded for the replay of the planet of Mars and Jupiter; striven
hard on your behalf to accentuate the gravitational redemption qualities which are
so hard for you to reach. These are neutron devices which are a customary to work
for the swift undercurrenting of your nebulous work areas. Please petition your
leaders to stop cluttering up the earth's delicate atmosphere with their metallic
rubble. This is of a certainty to improve things up here. Static reform is an
adequate title for all biddings of Congress against the people and herewith,
whenever mentioned by we Ones, doth be of the certainty to liberate those from
behind their rather soiled benches of political reform.
Adieu for tonight. And may grace find yourselves of the making unto others of a
more congenial nature. Just a little static oft leaves ones to perform a more
satisfying composure among others of their race. Adrigon out.
Ashtar, of the Free Federation of Planets, willing to contribute further to our
writings of this past time in our categorical expanse, of course.
Tonight we do in fact wish to proceed with the beneficial thought of providing ye
Ones with an eclipse of your future beneficiary documentation. In our words we
simply wish you to understand the necessary implementation, of which we could
arrive at, that would serve our sector to the full enhancement of all arriving
substitutes for the proclaiming of sequential craft landings of a most necessary
nature. Protruding out far into the night skies are one of the most needful of
exchanges, as far as elevating the necessary enclosures for those, whom we deem
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to be of the most responsible and responsive nature. It is for this purpose alone
that we find to fully document your resources for this accomplishment of
neutralizing the magnetic structure of frequency next to the earth's current. For the
destruction of the essence of all of mankind will not in the least occur when in its
finality nuclear resources will be laid waste by our detonation of warfare artifact
into your earth's atmospheric climate. This will possibly not occur before it is
found to be of the far lateness of the hour, and therefore all evacuationary
processes of latter-day man will also not occur beforehand. Because of the
symphonized structure of our conglomerated craft we merit all responses to the
keeping off of the destructionary radius of earth's circumference inkeeping with
the plankton of evolutionary artifact. It is of this purpose that all necessary landing
procedures be endured by our craft whilst in the air above your stratospheric
expansion. And indeed lift-off will be solely categorized by the necessary change
in breathing habits by earth's inhabitants. It is crucial at this point in time to list all
necessary precautions, of which each inhabitant should indeed be aware of near
the essence of their removal, and it is now our wish to do them this service. Please
begin with B.
B - Begin: Wash down all items which you wish to take with you, but keep them at
a bare minimum for you will not be taking solitary trips by yourselves. Space must
be accounted for. Move onto C now.
C - Contradictory: Contradictory to current belief we do not wander around the
galaxy in robes, therefore it will not be necessary to bring your sheets. We in fact
will secure places of rest for all ye ones and to your detriment only will you ignore
this kindly information. Move onto D.
D - Depart: Our procedures for docking instructions will be left solely to our
people and most walk-ins for their assistance. Do not concern yourselves with this
regimentation process. It is well looked after. However, before departure
procedure begins just make sure you are there at the "docking bay." Concrete
instructions will be given throughout the earth. Watch your airwaves and T.V.
stations. Go onto the final instruction E.
E - Evacuation: The evacuationary process may leave the each of you rather
dysfunctional at that point, but needless to say, the feeling will eradicate itself into
your mainstream deployment of mind-melding with us. This you will find useful if
you ever wish to ask a question. Thank you for your concern. We are always
grateful at any point in time to place your needs of the moment on par with ours.
Adieu.
Those who continue to waste your time with non-sensical information will find
yourselves bereft of all satisfactory providences which we so offer to you.
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Deuteronomy is the book which provides the most inclusive material to a healthy
style of living, yet ye ones have naught given unto yourselves the necessary
requirement of a nutritional dieting form, which in any case would have certained
the degrees by which you so oft engage in unhealthy retinue by overeating those
non-solid foods and therefore aberrating unto your own bodily functions that
certain of implements, which would, according to our own driven ratio of
gardening procedures to make of non effect all those caricatures of less regimented
desire unto the thyroid affection.
Thank you for this programming nature and we will continue at your will, which is
as ours, the reprogramming of devices necessary to personal hygiene nearest the 7
o'clock hour. Adieu.

All categorized ailments are due to inefficiency of the structuralized break-down
of immunity within bodily functions. It has been noted however upon your planet,
that all non-nutritional substances, such as the effective use of solar cane upon the
dietary measures, have nevertheless succeeded their efforts to acclaim this
worthwhile and in (according to their view) mass humiliation of the performing of
strychnine proposals upon all areas of bodily functions.
Erase frequency on all levels however due to the amount of Praxomine within the
electrical celluloids of the lifestream itself, will serve in all effect to neutralize the
magnetic wave frequency of all proportional aberrational contrivances. This
simply means in effect, that not all symptoms of disease are curtailed within the
life-giving perimeters of the core puzzles themselves.
We will continue at a later time within this, our topic of discussion customary
practice, for all is gratefully intertwined within its own ceaseless ability to form
synchronized structure upon the two-formed capillaries, which so differentiate
themselves in nature. The structure formation of the red-white core puzzles
contain, as in all things, the process of the ying-yang attribute. It is necessary to
mention, that along with all recorded earthen documented data, that any aberration
should in the least be attributed to a one-on-one formula. We will accommodate
your request for proposal at seven. Thank you, Ashtar Command out.
All complementary endeavors on our part will indeed serve to restructure all procoding neutron DNA structural patterns in order to enable us to differentiate the
pattern from that of all non-conspicuous proceeds welting out of the vibrationary
resource structure of detrimental accomplishes. All preliminary neutron devices,
which we hold so carefully at our fingertips, have in the past proven to be of the
necessary sort to relay all known processed data upon one individual to another in
a sort of pre-coding technique. This is servatory to the purely laid out structural
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essence of character which at the least will manufacture to itself the necessary
requirements of all formulated dietary practices. This can only be curtailed by us
to the extremities of non knowing just how well a person will react to our own
given source of accommodating factors, which of course, even at best forces the
alleviation of the continuation of all manufacturing processing downput of our
computer bank's medical department, as you would term them, to be the equivalent
of your own, and thus provide us with a well fitted caricature of all patient
responses.
Due to error in the sub-line of the naturale of Canadian referral structure of your
own downtrodden medical services, not to mention the taking on of laboratory
injustices, we have already attuned to the nonsensical fact of deploying our own
mode of transportational nuances to the fore of their blood banks for the relieving
of pressure on all sides. This has at least been of somewhat a subtle attempt in
conglomerating the natural resources for the purpose of restructuring the capillary
section of understanding the compliant restructuring of what you doctors and
surgeons term as the "grave mistake." This, of course, refers to the blood donor's
question in which thought processes are naught detrimental to the outlaying of
most nutritious factors pertaining to good health.

Friday, 11th November 1994

7:32 pm

It is imperative that the people herewith upon planet earth prepare themselves in
accordance with our rather seemingly factitious novices. This is due to an
imperialistic equatorial shift within the earth's axis centre. This does in no way
refer to the core, but rather the outer southern/northern polar regions, of which are
fixed to either portion the magnetic effect of the ying/yang process, as is with all
equilibrium within universal source structure. It is not enough to talk about the
oncoming occurrences, but rather preparation in a before-hand method would
simplify cases of extreme soon-to-be failure. In our terms this would alleviate any
and all desires for the engaging of conduct of unethical status requirements unto
the performing of aberrational whims of those who seek unknowingly and who
abate themselves and their curricular from the truthform of all and which lies in
within all universal creation forces. It is often brought to our mind in these
situations, that not one who might therefore perish. It need not be if but the
prophecies by our hands and by our words are fulfilled to the idiom in every
essence of kindred factions!
It is necessary also we find to mention at this particular given time in your earth's
history, that you will in essence form the nebulae of the next structural society:
those of you who have been chosen to be the seeded implants, will at once be
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expected to conduct yourselves within the time frame of that accordance
withdrawal. Symptoms often prove somewhat to be of non-detrimental essence in
this respect. For here we have the opposite of what was performed within the
earth's structural period millennium ago.
It is sad, as we watch from our places in the "stars" the utter decayance and selfreliability of those underlings, which so desire not one whit more than to be of a
self-sufficient, self-sacrificing nature. We do allude to the fact however that the
attainment of such despicable goals into higher realm or higher-dimensional fields
of theory are reached at this time by few, who in turn acclaim themselves oft to be
more than they actually are. And here we refer to the personages of the belowplane of some of you ones yourselves, who opt (to) work with us and are of a
compliant nature. We do determine that at times humility would be granted and
welcomed as a forefront running, however we also affiliate ourselves within the
understanding pattern, that are you who suffuse to the neo-naziism endeavour of
"flying from the platform" of long subservient behaviour, will find yourselves
thusly falling down the porthole of the high-beamed interior. Adieu.
Thank you for coming promptly to the keyboard, dear Seila. It is our intention at
this time to allude to the personification of those crooks down upon your
earth's planetary atmosphere, who have so in the past done such injustices as
to personally equip themselves with the what they anyway deem necessary
equipment in the artificial hopes of accumulating great wealth at the expense
of our downtrodden troops, who oft have fell to their deaths (as you would
term it) and have proceeded to equate themselves with one another for the
gruesome purpose of hijacking our craft so as to make for themselves a close
duplicate reminder of our great wealth of knowledge.
This is not only regrettable for them, but for us as well, as those typhoids of
mankind's diseased patterns have done naught but to contribute to the solely
sought-after subjective welfare of their fellow brothers and sisters from beyond the
stars. This is not only a disgraceful manoeuvre on their part, but we do hold those
of the supposedly higher essence of mankind in general, as it now stands, as the
sole contributor before the High Council, to acclaim full right and title deed to
their own misfortunate activities toward those of other nations. And here, of
course, we are alluding to the misshapen welfare of our brothers within the surface
crust of earth's porous crust, the inhabitable core link. This we will surely discuss
in regular time sequence. But as of now, it is safe to say that, should any one of
those so inclined to come close within our favourable atmosphere (presence),
then it will be to their own cause that we elude them for the sole purpose of
engaging for ourselves the necessary artillery maneuvers to ensure not only
our own safety but that safety of the crew.
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We are currently engaged within the strife, which has for so many centuries
eluded us. Perhaps it would be of the occasion of employing more or less artificial
robotic means, of which are so often portrayed upon your scientific show types,
and therefore manufacture themselves accordingly, that is to say according to the
real life truth, instead the fanciful whims of the entire populace of your casting
supplies. However, it is to our extreme regret that all systems are set on "GO" and
functioning within their fullest capacity, that we hereby find ourselves working
within the consensus of other arbitrary means by which ye ones will, certainly at
some time in the extreme near future, find yourselves engaged in as part and parcel
solely due to the effect of the nuclear waves high within atmospheric conditions,
which do, in effect, hinder the correct running of the stratospheric conditioning of
the hemispheric planes within all categorical expenses, or in your own words,
circumstances or perimeters.
Adieu for this small portion. Now to kindly equite us within the manufacturing
of spacecraft, of which you higher ones of the earthen plane have so stolen our
blueprints! Do you really believe that not only will you get away with your
horrendous deeds {or are you instead of a kindlier mind to share with others the
findings of your so long age {ancient} ancestors of civilized man}? First of all, in
order to gain the status of civilization, you will find it to be of the imperative
nature to reclaim all earthly functions, in order to postulate those grievances
toward your "star" brothers, and to, in course fact of the situationary process, lend
toward us instead a kindly arm of maneuvering. You do indeed, though many of
you might naught be aware of such, break our hearts. Has there ever been a time
whereby you did not in the least gravitate toward our kind with less than
contemptuous design of character? Oh, how you need to learn! You have broken
our hearts to the tenth degree! Can we now implore ye ones of the "High Council"
of the earthen plateau to hinder not your own evolutionary progression of not only
yourselves, but toward your own fellow brethren, in order to gain the respect so oft
due to certain ones upon your hemispheric attire {planet}? Think again of your
cause, and stop all your neutral dealings before it is too late, not only for you, but
for all nations upon your earth. We do implore you at this time, however, to
consider our words and contemplate our heady averence to your crimes. This
being by the consensus of those of High Authority within the regimes of neutral
mass-interference. It is also the seasoning adjustment plan of the High Council of
Armedia, Pluto, that esquence be allowed to heighten the subjectory status of
earth's inhabitants.
It is for these reasons precisely that temptation will no longer be of protruding
effect upon the templates of your Mother World. In other words, it is strictly for
the benefit of all Mother Resources, such as interplanetary double-ups and the
elimination of war types as well as, and frankly speaking, the consensus on slavery
abolition and natural warfare, which strictly speaks of earth's natural activity being
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of a consenting nature with that of the tulip, doves, and whales. These, of course,
symbolically represent the earth, sky, and waters. So here we have it: interloping
over the qualms of history those negating factors of detrimental purpose, being
turned upside (down) into a flourishing national dispute. (down –was that word
added, Reni? For if it was then the meaning of the sentence hath been
regularily CHANGED. –Seila!)
So think again! Come, be one with us, within the majority of all encompassing
plans of both, mice and men: the Great Godhead, as you term it, and the one
Creational Pattern over all, within all, and for all. You understand? The
arbitrary consensus of the people goes similar to this: the tie in to the Creation is
somewhat similar to your declaration which states: "by the people, to the people,
for the people." We state: Universal consensus is defined in its overall essence to
be formulated by the people, for the people, unto the One Creation - the All
Encompassing Benefactor! Our benedictions to all of Mankind! Salu!
Andromeda Rex working in co-consignment with Ashtar Command Unit out of
the Free Federation of Space Station Units. Thank you. Out. Frequency 9.5
megahertz. Telepathic frequency out.

CHAPTER THREE

THE CONSCIOUS ASPECT OF THE SPECIES

(EDITOR: YOU HAVE LEFT IN A DATE ON PAGE 7) ***
NUTRITIONAL HEALTH HAZARDS
This is Ashtar Command coming in on your frequency, Starseed. Ashtar presiding
at the forefront of the epilogue discussionary proceeding of the day. Thank you.
Let us to please begin a new chapter heading at this point in time. Thank you.
Proceed please.
The text of Nutritional Health Hazards, is a rather complex one to which, we
would like at this point in time, to standardize into it's complete format for the
benefit of all personal upon the Earth's surface structure. Ahem, it is solely for this
birthright of the Nations, that we adhere to the strictest adherences of National
abbreviated sojourns, upon the nucleus of planet waves, in particular. To put it in a
more simplified text, or rather co-herent modem, we will categorize the nutrients
for good conglomerated conscious health, dealing first with the solar plex of the
nutritional diet. There are indeed many sources of requirements for the Plutonium
Consciousness, to which, we might add, has it's sufficient status among all
National Congressional ties, to the rest of the Interplanetary control, within the
total spectrum of mass consciousness. It is for these reasons that the subject
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outline, would, unless performed within an intact division, adhere strictly to the
outpouring of the love essence not only from the Heart Chakra, itself, but of
course, pertaining to the categorizing of the Solar Chakra, as well as the Crown
Chakra, from which all nutritional desires are gained. In other words, the currents
which are so derived from the rather stationary process of healing, within current
categorized effinimum, are, to the rather resorting and restructuring of the
complete content of nutritional value. It is for this purpose that we have waylaid an
easier or more simplified manner of explanation to be processed by your brain
wave capacity. Do we stretch your consciousness in this way? We certainly do.
For now you have got to think for yourselves. Do not, however, strain your
mindmelds on our account, for it is solely for your commendation that we have
limited our resources to fit into your wave lengths as much as possible. Limited
awareness is to be achieved only on the basis for compounding those trouble areas
which the mass production of melting down of understanding, occurs within your
"three-dimensional" realm of understanding. Thereby, conducting tours through
the dimensions, attributes, not so much on our behalf, {for we are missing very
little}, but rather, on sole behalf of the personal so established upon the face of that
detonation planet, you term as the Earthen plateau.
Here in fact, is processed in curricular format, those items of disclosure of We
Ones. Please proceed with (A) please, Starseed. Next column.
(a) Depict the nearing accumulation of photon belt effects upon the conscious
minds of collected human consciousness. It will indeed, be felt throughout the
Galaxy, in fact. Next point please.
(b) Beginning with the human aspect of the Solar Plex, we will personify the
ending from the beginning, of which there is actually no cause. For to "end," there
must be a beginning, and to begin any activity, there must have first been an
ending to all categorized content. Go on to the third element please.
(c) Strictly speaking, it is always the Crown Chakra of which you humans so duly
contribute to the entire worth of your conscious activity. For without it, how can
you attribute and maintain standard control for the mass elevated conscious
workings of your species. Four.
(d) The love chakra. Of this, we speak with the fondest elation, simply, because to
attach oneself to this product of the mind, you will always perform in perfect unity
within the Creation of Life, itself. You will give us cause then to manufacture
those thought-up elements, which attribute to the healthy cause of nutritional value
for the benefiting of all of mankind. This is when life becomes a sincere
synchronized effort on behalf of all total workings of previous, as well as future
workings within the collective consciousness, not only of mankind, but of all
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governing species as well, throughout the complete manufactured texture of
Creation, itself.
To keep these particular Chakras in a healthy state of mind and being, is to elevate
oneself into the total productive capabilities of never being wrong in ethic style nor
morality, as construed throughout the texture of all Universal Laws. For the golden
rule which so states: To love your neighbour as yourself, can never be the failing
point of exposure, neither to be found in the past nor in the future. For all that we
do in the present has been texturized into the time frame of all future resources,
which we have so aptly built up for ourselves, as well as the effect they so readily
have on others. Well, dear friends, elasticize your minds as you read this oft, for
not one time will you submerge yourselves within these texts, or paragraphs, but
graphic illustrations will be sent to you through your own manufacturing of
explicit instructions, if only to teach and to ensure you, that you are indeed your
own boss. Come quickly, those of you who first understand, and record all your
dealings with us. Write of them to encounter dramatic effects upon the minds of
others, so they too, will understand the contents of, that, which we offer. Good joy
to you all and to all mankind, personified! Ashtar Command Out for brief
punctuation of epilogue. See you tomorrow in the future of your command. Love
from all at the Universal House of a New Beginning. Salu.

THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF HUMAN ADJUSTMENT
It is the purpose of each of nature's endowments to enable the human to dwarf the
necessary attributes of all necessary changes within their DNA molecular
structure. Each individual is furnished according to his or her atomic creative
particles, for individual assessment, as to just where and when they stand in the
procedure of changing status. Within this texturized componancy of major
despondent change status, there are certain Ones of us, who have designated to be
of the helping you through certain emotional states, which are, contrary to your
"nature of the present moment", (which is) of a despicable and contradictory
acclaim to your newly found present status. In other words, suffice it to state, that
not only are major criteria abound to be indeed of the founding nature within the
realms of ye Ones circular ties to each other through the complete mass conscious
structure of the all, but in order to applaud ye through this time of change {and
there are those of you indeed, who typically do not wish any part nor form of it, at
this time} we have given great consideration to our part of the episode at this stage
in your, shall we say, delivery.
It will not by far be an easy task for the majority of ye, but all taken into account, it
is far better to be drawn into consensus with all others, than to be left amiss,
drifting in the sea of tides. You have asked me many times to try to simplify the
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dialogue on your brain wave frequency. This is not always possible, for to
contribute to the cause of expanding the corpus colupus of the brain, we wish
instead to cause the enhancement of all brain circuitry. Please proceed, Little Star,
on our account.
You must understand us, we are here in the token effort to add summarily to that
epic of transfusion, of which at times, eludes many of your people. That is, the
naturale cause of those extremities which arrive at the doorstop of nucleus wave
disaster. It is for these reasons alone, with the photon belt effects so rapidly closing
in, that the transpiration of all effects which are so brought on by this climax of
transporting wave frequencies into the hierarchical areas of the brain, will do much
to transmute that energy into a sweeping radius, which will in fact, shortly, cover
the entire earth's hemispheres, radiating down into much of the earth's surface
sphere. Detachment is simply a co-ordinating feature of these effects upon the
plasma, and you will find it to enhance those nuclear beams, which do so often
radiate around in your atmospheric content. This is suffice to say to ye Ones at this
time, that without instruction on our part, you would indeed be left bereft without a
ship to hold onto. It is our design therefore, that to enhance more greatly the
manifold properties of conscious endeavour, to your cause alone, would greatly
reduce the activity of conscious reliance upon only your five god given senses. It is
of a fact, of course, that each One is endowed with a greater "sixth sense" as you
would call it, instead of only five. But to get these all in place so as you can
understand the whys and wherefores, is somewhat of a conscientious activity on
our part. In the days gone past we have alluded to the worthwhile cause of
maintaining upon mother earth, those satisfactory regimens which would
hopefully, in your future which is now upon you, to cause those with prospective
natures to accommodate those who are of the frequent attire to attribute nothing to
this great ending of a most glorious beginning. Do you understand? It is simply
this: In order to enhance the general population with the current restructuring
devices necessary to accommodate them into the mid-stream of diagramal
contours, within the photon belt experience, we need the re-structuring of those
certain individuals who will at once employ the necessary sequence into the whole
of the mass conscious structure. It is for this purpose alone that we remain so long
within atmospheric occurrences, simply for the purpose of setting those few within
us, or rather within you, for all proprieties being equal, they will serve to radiate
into the source conscious structure of all humans at large. All being equal then, we
hope that you can understand the entire scope of what we are trying to say before it
be too late for the some of ye. For what ye amass within strict conditions must be
aberrated into the whole context of application, before the run of the belt is
obliterated. Take heed, therefore, in explanations due, and pay to yourselves close
attention to our words, for we are in the offing to help the each of ye with your
transformation into the entire complex structure of Universal Worth. Signing off
for today. Thank you Starseed for your close application at the keyboard. Sub13

Commander Rextu performing on behalf of Mission Control and the Ashtar
Command Retinue. Salu.
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